ABSTRACT Due to the simplicity of implementation, user-initiated Wi-Fi offloading becomes more and more popular, and naturally the benefits of users become the main optimization goal. We notice the intercontact and intra-contact durations could be uncertain in reality by reason of the user mobility and network dynamics. The two uncertain durations can cause great impact on the benefit of users; however, they were either ignored or simply assumed to be deterministic in most previous works. In this paper, for the first time, we study Wi-Fi offloading problem with uncertain contact durations. The aim is to guarantee the benefit of users (delay and payment) without damaging operator's benefit (amount of the offloaded traffic) at the same time. We propose a multi-armed bandit (MAB)-based online offloading scheme (MABOO) to solve the problem and prove the near-optimality of MABOO in terms of the utility theoretically. Extensive simulations show that MABOO always approaches the optimal scheme and achieves higher utility as well as offloads more traffic compared with the minimal payment and on-the-spot-offloading schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, with the development of the innovative technologies, e.g., 5G, IoT and mobile edge computing, the smart devices become more and more popular and bandwidthhungry applications dominate the mobile data traffic gradually. Hence, the mobile cellular networks are often heavily loaded due to the explosive growth of mobile data traffic. According to Cisco's report [1] , the global mobile data traffic has reached 3.7 exabytes per month by the end of 2015, and is expected to increase nearly 8-fold between 2015 and 2020. To address this issue, increasing the network capacity is the most effective method. However, due to the high cost and long construction period, the mobile cellular networks capacity grows at an extremely slow pace. Mobile traffic offloading, which uses complementary communication technologies such as WiFi [2] , [3] or Device-to-Device (D2D) [4] - [6] to offload the traffic originally transmitted over cellular networks, seems to be a cost-effective and timely manner. Considering the popularization of WiFi networks, most of the mobile data traffic is likely to be offloaded using WiFi [7] .
There are two main WiFi offloading approaches, namely, operator-initiated and user-initiated offloading. For the former, through collecting the information of traffic flows and alternative WiFi networks, the operators decide which and when the traffic should be offloaded to WiFi networks, with the hope of offloading traffic as much as possible [8] - [10] . Compared with operator-initiated offloading, the user-initiated approach is easy to implement and becomes more and more popular these years. It is natural to assume that users are selfish, meaning that they always pick a network technology for their own benefit. There have been some works to study how to guarantee the users' benefits preferentially. Cheung and Huang [11] proposed delay-aware WiFi offloading and network selection (DAWN) to achieve a good tradeoff between the user payment and its QoS characterized by the file transfer deadline. Wang and Wu [12] studied the opportunistic decision-making problem with a data utility delay model considering transmission cost and delay. Besides, Cheng et al. [13] proposed to offload cellular traffic of vehicular users through carrier-WiFi networks to maximize the utility of users and operators which is a combination of service payment and satisfaction of users.
From the above works, we can see that both the delay and payment have important influence on the benefit of users when using WiFi offloading. Considering both the user mobility and network dynamics, for a user, the duration between the two successive usages of WiFi service and the duration of utilizing an uninterrupted WiFi service, are two critical factors for WiFi offloading. Here we refer to the former as inter-contact duration and the latter as intra-contact duration. On one hand, the users would like to postpone the data transmission in the inter-contact duration to wait for WiFi offloading opportunities and save payment. On the other hand, if the inter-contact duration is too long or the contact time duration is too short, the benefit loss caused by the delay will be higher than the payment saved from WiFi offloading. Therefore, for the mobile users, a practical way to make the offloading decision is to take both contact durations with WiFi networks into consideration. In reality, the users usually do not know the exact contact durations which have been proven to be uncertain [14] , [15] . To verify this, we analyze DieselNet traces [16] and find that both contact durations do not follow some common distributions, e.g., exponential, Pareto and Gaussian, etc. Unfortunately, both contact durations were either ignored or simply assumed to be deterministic when making WiFi offloading decisions in most previous works.
In this paper, we study WiFi offloading problem with uncertain contact durations. To achieve the double-wins of both users and operators, we pursue to guarantee the benefit of users (delay and payment) without damaging operator's benefit (amount of the offloaded traffic) at the same time. The challenge mainly comes from the uncertainty of the two contact durations. To deal with this challenge, we model the WiFi offloading problem as a non-stochastic Multi-armed Bandit (MAB) [17] problem without assuming any specific distribution on both contact durations. An inter-contact duration combined with its following intra-contact duration is considered as an arm of the gamble machine, and a round is defined as the sum of an inter-contact duration and its following intra-contact duration. To capture the profits of both users and operators, we define a utility function as the difference between the payment saved from WiFi offloading and the cost of waiting for WiFi offloading opportunities. Then, we propose MABOO which is a MAB-based Online Offloading scheme. Based on the utilities of different contact duration pairs, MABOO sequentially chooses the intercontact and intra-contact durations jointly at each round and decides the corresponding transmission policy, which can maximize the total utility in the long run. In conclusion, the main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We consider the effect of uncertain contact duration on WiFi offloading which aims at guaranteeing the benefit of users without damaging operator's benefit at the same time. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study WiFi offloading problem with uncertain intercontact and intra-contact durations.
• We propose MABOO, which makes WiFi offloading decisions adaptively with MAB method to deal with the uncertain contact durations. We theoretically prove that MABOO can achieve near optimal performance in terms of the utility.
• We evaluate the performance of MABOO through extensive simulations. The results show that compared with the minimal payment offloading and on-the-spotoffloading schemes, MABOO achieves higher utility all the time and can offload more data traffic in most cases under the appropriate settings of the user requirements, the operator's pricing strategy and the data rate of both networks. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The related works on WiFi offloading is reviewed in Section II. The system model and problem formulation are presented in Section III. We propose the MABOO scheme in details in Section IV and evaluate its performance in Section V. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
To tackle with the explosive growth of mobile data traffic, traffic offloading technology which mainly includes D2D-based and WiFi-based has drawn more and more attention these years. For D2D-based traffic offloading, except the works [4] - [6] from academia, in 2010, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) proposed Proximity Services (Prose) [18] to define relevant usage models and derive technical requirements for D2D within 3GPP LTE networks [19] . Note that except LTE-based D2D communications, ProSe can also be used to establish LTE-assisted WiFi-based D2D communications. Leveraging LTE, ProSe is able to provide client discovery function and set up WiFi link between the clients to offload cellular traffic. For WiFi-based traffic offloading, in 2011, 3GPP proposed ANDSF [20] in the Evolved Core Packet (ECP) to assist Mobile User (MU) in discovering non-3GPP access networks (e.g., WiFi) and provide MU with rules and operator policies to connect to the non-3GPP access networks. As [21] , most WiFi-based offloading schemes can be embedded in ANDSF to improve the performance of traffic offloading. With the development of ANDSF and the aggregation of LTE and WiFi, e.g., LTE and WiFi Aggregation (LWA) and LTE WLAN Radio Level Integration with IPsec Tunnel (LWIP) in 3GPP Release 13, various WiFi-based offloading schemes from academia were suggested in the past few years.
At first, to alleviate the severe traffic congestion situation, the main concern of WiFi offloading was to offload as much traffic originally transmitted over mobile cellular networks as possible to WiFi networks [22] - [29] . Lee et al. [29] showed that WiFi networks can offload about 65% of cellular data traffic without any delayed transmission and the gain can raise 29% more when 1 hour or longer deadline is allowed. However, ignoring the benefits of users is out of place, for example, the users may not be willing to use WiFi offloading because the delay or the benefit from the delay is not satisfactory [9] . A time-dependent pricing scheme which encourages users to delay their traffic from the higher-price to lowerprice time zone was proposed in [30] . Cheung and Huang [11] considered delay-aware WiFi offloading and showed that the optimal transmission policy exhibits a threshold structure in terms of both the remaining time and file size. They also demonstrated that WiFi offloading may not be a desirous option when user has a tight deadline constraint. In [8] , an auction based incentive framework for downlink mobile traffic offloading was proposed. The users were proposed to send bids including both the delay it can tolerate and the discount the user wants to obtain for that delay, and the provider bought the delay tolerance from the users. In [13] , two gametheory based WiFi offloading schemes were proposed to offload traffic of vehicular users through carrier-WiFi networks. In the auction game-based scheme, the operator sells WiFi access opportunities and the user submits the bid to buy WiFi access opportunity when the utility is positive. Comparatively, in the congestion game-based scheme, all users make offloading decisions based on utilities of other users and their own satisfaction. Furthermore, the utility decay model that considering both the delay and cost was adopted and the optimal downloading strategies were analyzed under the exponential and Gaussian distributions in vehicular environments in [12] . The transmission data size was assumed to be exact the same each time the user meets and contacts with a WiFi AP.
Although above works have studied how to guarantee the benefits of both users and operators at the same time from different viewpoints, most of them either simply ignored one of the contact durations or only assumed that they follow known distributions. In fact, due to the mobility of users and uncertainty of the network environments, the inter-contact and intra-contact durations are limited and uncertain, while this characteristic is considered in this work. In the following, we will introduce how to handle the uncertain contact durations with MAB method [17] .
III. MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we will introduce the system model firstly, then define a utility function and present the problem formulation in details. Table 1 provides a list of the major notations used in this paper.
A. SYSTEM MODEL
We assume that a MU needs Internet service to transmit its data. As shown in Fig. 1 , a MU is moving in the coverage of the mobile cellular networks, i.e., the cellular service is assumed always available to the MU. Occasionally, the MU may move into the coverage of WiFi APs, for example, in an office building or a coffee shop. At this time, the MU can select to use WiFi networks to access Internet. Defining p c as the usage price of the mobile cellular networks, which is always higher than p w (the usage price of the WiFi networks). It is noted that this pricing strategy encourages the MU to offload its data traffic to WiFi networks so as to save data service payment and alleviate the traffic pressure of the cellular networks [9] .
Since the WiFi service is location-dependent and not always available, the MU perhaps needs to wait for a period to use WiFi networks to access the Internet. We define this waiting time as inter-contact duration (t E ), i.e., from the time the MU quits the service of previous WiFi AP to the time it begin to use WiFi service again. We also define intra-contact duration as t A which denotes usage time of WiFi service when the MU enters the coverage of a WiFi AP. On one hand, the longer the inter-contact duration, perhaps more data traffic needs to be offloaded. Hence the MU can achieve more payment saving and the traffic pressure can be alleviated for operators. But on the other hand, waiting for WiFi offloading also brings the cost including payment. For example, the satisfaction will degrade when the MU waits too much time, i.e., the inter-duration is too long. Here we introduce a satisfaction function H (t) [8] , which is a monotonously decreasing function with delay t, and represents the price that VOLUME 6, 2018 the MU is willing to pay for the data with delay t. Fig. 2 shows an example of the satisfaction function H (t), where t bound is the upper bound of the MU's delay tolerance and depends on the decay speed of user satisfaction with delay t. Once the delay reaches the bound, the MU's satisfaction becomes zero, indicating that the MU is not willing to pay for the data. We can note that the highest user satisfaction H (0) can be reached when delay t = 0. Without loss of generality, we define H (0) = p c D where D is the size of the data, that is to say, the MU chooses to transmit the whole data immediately using cellular networks and incurs no waiting delay. With delay t 1 , the MU is only willing to pay H (t 1 ), and H (0) − H (t 1 ) is the satisfaction loss caused by delay t 1 . Meanwhile, it is reasonable to think that the satisfaction loss is negligible as long as the MU can achieve Internet access all the time. Therefore, when the relation between two durations is not appropriate, the payment saving may be smaller than the cost and WiFi offloading perhaps is not a good choice for the users. In conclusion, for the user-initiated WiFi offloading, the MU should make offloading decisions based on its saved payment and cost which are relevant to the inter-contact and intra-contact durations.
Previous works either ignored one of both durations or treated them following known distributions, e.g., assuming the inter-contact duration follows the exponential distribution or intra-contact duration follows Pareto distribution. In fact, because of the user mobility and network dynamics, both the inter-contact and intra-contact durations are uncertain. For example, when a MU arrive a new street, it does not know when it will meet and use a WiFi AP. Even for the old places, the network condition is dynamic which decide how the MU access the Internet. Hence, we consider the uncertainty of both contact durations jointly and do not assume any specific distributions in our work. In the following we formulate the WiFi offloading problem into a MAB-based decision making problem.
B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Without loss of generality, we assume that time are slotted, and the MU needs to make a decision about how to access Internet when it quits the service of a WiFi AP. In other words, the decision round is defined as the duration which including an inter-contact duration and its following intra-contact duration. As mentioned above, the MU makes the offloading decision depending on both inter-contact and intra-contact durations. Let ψ i =< t i E , t i A > represent a strategy which is the inter-contact and intra-contact duration pair that the MU decides at the beginning of round i, we also assume that the two durations are bounded as t i E ∈ {1, . . . , E max } and t i A ∈ {1, . . . , A max }, where E max represents the longest inter-contact duration and A max represents the longest intracontact duration. Hence, we have
The strategy ψ i =< t i E , t i A > decides the action a of MU in round i. Specifically, we define a ∈ A = {0, 1, 2}, where a = 0 means that the MU decides to use cellular networks before the next decision round, a = 1 means that the MU decides to use cellular networks first and switch to WiFi networks as long as a WiFi AP is available, and a = 2 represents the MU does not access Internet until a WiFi AP is available.
Next, we define a utility function U a which mainly represents the benefit the MU obtains from the transmission action a in one round. It is the difference between the payment saving (P a ) when using WiFi offloading (intra-contact duration) and the cost (C a ) when waiting for WiFi offloading (inter-contact duration):
Then, the utility can be calculated according to different transmission actions as follows.
1) a = 0. This action means that the MU will use cellular networks to transmit the data throughout this round and ignore the potential WiFi opportunities. The reasons for MU to select this action are mainly as follows. First, the inter-contact duration is perhaps too long, which leads to high cost of waiting for WiFi service. Second, perhaps the data rate of WiFi networks is not desired or the usage price of WiFi service is too high, which brings little payment saving. For a = 0, because the MU does not use WiFi service and can access the Internet all the time, both the saved payment from WiFi offloading and the cost for waiting the WiFi opportunities are 0, i.e., P 0 = 0 and C 0 = 0. Hence, we define the utility U 0 for this transmission action as:
2) a = 1. This action means that the MU will use cellular transmission in the inter-contact duration and then use WiFi offloading to transmit the remaining data in the following intra-contact duration. When the gap of data rate and usage price for both network services is reasonable relatively, the MU tends to select this action. Due to the MU can use network service all the time, as mentioned before, the loss of satisfaction can be ignored. Hence, the cost C 1 is the payment that the MU use the cellular network in t i E :
where q c denotes the transmission rate of cellular network. Then q c t i E denotes the data size that MU k transmits with cellular service and D i represents the data size for user k at the beginning of the round i. Next, the saved payment from WiFi offloading for transmission action a = 1 is:
where q w denotes the rate of the WiFi network, q w t i A denotes the data size that the MU transmits using WiFi service, and
represents the remaining size of data for the MU after using cellular service in round i. Hence, the utility U 1 for action a = 1 can be computed as:
3) a = 2. This action means that the MU will delay its transmission in the inter-contact duration until WiFi service is available. When the MU can tolerate high waiting delay, or compared with WiFi service, either the data rate of cellular is too low or the usage price is too high, the MU may select this action. As there is no payment for using cellular networks in the inter-contact duration, the cost for this action is the user satisfaction loss from waiting for the WiFi offloading opportunities:
The saved payment can be computed with the same method as the MU uses WiFi service in the intracontact duration. Then the utility U 2 for this transmission action can be computed as:
Finally the MU will decide the action that maximizes the benefit, i.e., the expected utility in one round:
Note that we treat the payment for using cellular service in inter-contact duration as cost, hence the utility represents the benefit of both users and operators. In reality, at the end of round i, MU k can compute the reward, i.e., actual utility, according to the happened transmission procedure. Let s ψ (i) denote the reward gained from a strategy ψ at round i and T denote the number of decision rounds during the whole data transmission procedure. For a static offloading scheme Ø which uses fixed strategy ψ at each round, the accumulative reward up to round T can be represented as:
For the online offloading schemeØ which selects different strategy ψ i at round i, the accumulative reward up to round T can be represented as:
In our study, we aim to design an online offloading schemê Ø which can maximize the expected utility:
For MAB-based problem, the regret is utilized to evaluate the performance of the scheme. Defining the optimal static offloading scheme is the one which can obtain biggest accumulative reward among all the static schemes. As in [31] , the regret after T rounds is defined as the difference between the accumulative reward achieved by the optimal static offloading scheme Ø o and the one achieved by the proposed online schemeØ:
A strategy whose average regret per round R T T → 0 with probability 1 when T → ∞ is a zero-regret strategy. Because the accumulative reward of the optimal static scheme is fixed, to maximize the expected utility, our objective is to design an online schemeØ with regret as small as possible.
IV. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we develop a MAB-based Online Offloading (MABOO) scheme under uncertain inter-contact and intra-contact durations, which makes the WiFi offloading decision through MAB in an online fashion. First, we overview MABOO and present its design in detail. Then, we theoretically analyze the performance of MABOO.
A. OVERVIEW
Without assuming any known stochastic distribution for inter-contact and intra-contact durations, we propose MABOO to guarantee the benefit of users without loss of operator's benefit at the same time. To be specific, MABOO utilizes MAB [17] to choose the inter-contact and intracontact duration pair at each round, which can achieve almost optimal utility in the long run. The key idea of MABOO is as follows. Initially, we guess an optimal strategy (i.e., offloading decision). In the following rounds, with some specific probability, we execute the previously guessed strategy, otherwise, we try some other strategies in the whole strategy set. Based on the feedback, i.e., the exact achieved utility during the current round, our guess can be adjusted dynamically. Calculate the probability distribution of different intercontact and intra-contact duration pairs for all 1
Randomly select an inter-contact and intra-contact duration pair ψ i =< t i E , t i A > from according to the above probability distribution p t E ,t A (i); 5: Decide the transmission action a i for round i according to the utility function with ψ i ,
Get the scaled reward s t i E ,t i A (i) ∈ [0, 1] based on the actual transmission procedure at the end of this round,
Calculate the virtual reward s t E ,t A (i), ∀t E , t A ,
otherwise.
8:
Update the strategy weights w t E ,t A (i) and the sum weight W (i)
w t E ,t A (i) 9 : end for
B. DESIGN
The MABOO scheme is presented in Algorithm 1. Like most previous studies based on MAB [17] , [32] , we also employ a parameter γ to tradeoff between the exploitation and exploration in the problem of choosing the inter-contact and intracontact duration pair. γ is a relatively small parameter, whose value is mainly determined by the number of rounds T . The meaning of exploitation and exploration here is explained in the following. At the beginning, we choose a random intercontact and intra-contact duration pair from by setting equal weighs for all inter-contact and intra-contact duration pairs as illustrated in step 1, since we have no idea about the relationship between the gain and contact duration initially.
In the following rounds, with probability 1 − γ , we will exploit the strategy used in the previous round. The exploitation is able to guarantee an almost optimal performance if the previous strategy is also almost optimal. On the other hand, we will explore new inter-contact and intra-contact duration pairs with probability γ , i.e., choosing each intercontact and intra-contact duration pair with equal probability
The exploration is also critical in the sense that it can eventually improve MABOO to approach the optimal solution.
The calculation of p t E ,t A (i) in step 3 represents the aforementioned tradeoff, where the two parts in the left hand side denotes the exploitation and exploration, respectively. In step 4 and 5, the transmission is executed according to the transmission action determined by the selected inter-contact and intra-contact duration pair, whose scaled reward is calculated in step 6. To compensate the reward of the strategies that are unlikely to be chosen, MABOO adopts the virtual reward s t E ,t A (i) through adding the actual reward by β as shown in step 7. In step 8, we update all the weights for the corresponding strategies.
Worth noting that the parameter β is used to control the bias in the estimation of the contact duration pair reward s t E ,t A (i) and η is to control the learning speed. The values of γ , β and η are very important for the performance of MABOO, which will be discussed in the next subsection.
C. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this subsection, we will study the performance of MABOO theoretically by analyzing its regret.
Theorem 1: The expect regret R T of MABOO in round T is bounded as
with probability 1 − for any
Proof: Please find the detailed proof in Appendix A. According to the above regret analysis, we can prove that MABOO is asymptotically reward optimal as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 2: MABOO is asymptotically reward optimal when T is sufficiently large.
Proof: According to Eq. (13), we have the average regret per round as R T /T = 6
√
LlnL/ √ T . When T → ∞, according to Theorem 1, the per round regret R T /T → 0 with probability 1 − for any ∈ (0, 1). In other words, when T is sufficiently large, MABOO is asymptotically reward optimal.
Remark: As shown in Theorem 2, the asymptotical optimality of MABOO is greatly influenced by the value of T .
To ensure the asymptotical optimality, let the average regret per round R T T be no more than δ, where δ is a small value, e.g., δ = 0.01. Based on the conclusion of Theorem 2, we should solve the following inequality: 6
. In other words, the number of rounds for such convergence is proportional to 1 δ 2 .
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, through extensive simulations, we evaluate the performance of MABOO by comparing it with three benchmark schemes in terms of the utility (accumulative reward, in $) and the total offloaded traffic. We first introduce the evaluation setting and then present the evaluation results.
A. EVALUATION SETTING
The simulation evaluation is conducted based on the DieselNet traces [16] which were collected during Fall 2007 and we use the trace set between October 22 to November 16 2007 in the evaluation. In DiesleNet traces, the time when a WiFi connection between the MU and AP starts and the duration of the connection were recorded. Hence we can get the intercontact and intra-contact durations through pre-processing on the original traces. Next, we use the traces including 34 MUs connecting with 301 APs. Different from location-dependent WiFi service, we assume that the cellular networks is always available.
We compare MABOO with other three benchmark offloading schemes as follows. Because the utility is zero, we do not consider the scheme of selecting a = 0 always in the evaluation.
• Optimal static scheme. To evaluate how MABOO approaches the optimal performance, based on the full information of both durations, we use brute-force searching method to get the optimal static offloading scheme which maximizes the accumulative reward.
• Minimal Payment Offloading (MPO) [12] . In MPO, to save more payment, the MU always postpones its data transmission to wait for the potential WiFi offloading opportunities until the satisfaction decreases to zero, then it uses the cellular networks to complete the remaining transmission. MPO can be treated as always selecting a = 2 and brings the user satisfaction loss into consideration. That is to say, ''always waiting for WiFi'' is a special case of MPO when the delay is lower than t bound .
• On-The-Spot Offloading (OTSO) [29] . In OTSO, the MU uses WiFi service whenever the WiFi networks is available and users cellular networks when WiFi is unavailable. It is easy to see that OTSO is to select a = 1 all the time.
We evaluate the performance in terms of utility and total offloaded traffic which is represented by the percentage of offloaded traffic to the whole data traffic. The size of data is randomly chosen from 100 MB to 500 MB in each round. To make the results more convincing, we consider three different factors in the evaluation. First, the user satisfaction degrades more quickly when the delay sensitivity of a user becomes bigger which indicates the user is more delay intolerable. We use the satisfaction function H (t) = H (0) − at b where a is the parameter of delay sensitivity and b represents the manner of the satisfaction decay which is selected from 0.8 to 1.2 randomly. For example, b > 1, b = 1 and b < 1 mean the satisfaction decay in concave, linear and convex manners respectively. Second, the usage price of WiFi and cellular networks has the important impact on offloading decision. For convenience, we fix the usage price of the mobile cellular networks as $6/Gbyte [11] and change that of the WiFi networks from $0/Gbyte to $1/Gbyte. As mentioned before, the usage price of WiFi networks is usually cheaper than that of cellular networks. Third, the data rate of both networks is critical for the user's selection. We assume the cellular data rate is 5 Mbps and change the data rate of WiFi networks from 2 Mbps to 50 Mbps in the evaluation. For each set of parameter choices, we run the simulations for 500 times to get reasonable results as possible. Because that each point in the following figures is the average result of 500 times simulations, it can be treated as the reflection of some probability and the line represents the trend of probability change.
B. EVALUATION RESULTS

1) DELAY SENSITIVITY
In this evaluation, we compare the performance of four offloading schemes under different delay sensitivity parameter a which is varied from 0.1 to 1. We set the usage price of WiFi networks as $0.1/Gbyte and the WiFi data rate as 20 Mbps.
As shown in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b , both the utility and total offloaded traffic decreases with the increase of delay sensitivity parameter a for all schemes except OTSO. MABOO achieves better performance than MPO and OTSO schemes and the maximum utility improvement is about 45.5% and 205.1% respectively. For MABOO, when the delay sensitivity is small, the MU tends to choose action a = 2 to achieve more payment saving. But when the delay sensitivity becomes larger, the MU perhaps cannot tolerate the satisfaction loss brought by the waiting delay, it will tend to choose action a = 1 in more cases and the utility decreases since more little payment saving can be achieved. We also observe from Fig. 3b , the total offloaded traffic by MABOO decreases with the increase of delay sensitivity. For OTSO scheme, because the MU uses WiFi service whenever the WiFi networks is available and can access Internet all the time, the delay sensitivity has no impact on its offloading decision and user satisfaction. Hence, the utility and the total offloaded traffic are unchanged with different delay sensitivity. We also note that the utility of MPO scheme becomes smallest when the delay sensitive increases. Under this scenario, compared with the other schemes, the MPO scheme brings more satisfaction loss due to it always postpones the transmission to wait for WiFi service until the satisfaction decreases to zero, and hence it has smaller payment saving because it will use cellular networks all the time as long as the satisfaction has become zero.
2) USAGE PRICE
In this evaluation, we fix the delay sensitivity parameter a = 0.4 and the data rate of WiFi networks as 20 Mbps.
As shown in Fig. 4a , the utility of all four schemes decrease when the usage price of WiFi networks changes from $0/Gbyte to $1/Gbyte. MABOO achieves almost the same utility with the optimal scheme, and on average it achieves 368.3% and 46.8% higher utility than MPO and OTSO schemes respectively. The reason is that the MU with MABOO can transmit its data with the most appropriate network service under different relation between the usage price of both networks. For MABOO, when the WiFi usage price is 0 or small, the MU is likely to choose action a = 2 to achieve more payment saving. While with the increase of the WiFi usage price, in most cases, the MU tends to choose action a = 1 even a = 0 due to the payment saving becomes more little and hence the utility decreases. From  Fig. 4b , the total offloaded traffic decreases for MABOO and optimal schemes, while it is unchanged for MPO and OTSO schemes. For the former schemes, when the usage price of WiFi networks increases, although there is still huge gain and the MU prefers to offload the traffic using WiFi service, the payment saving from offloading will decrease, and the probability for MU selecting WiFi also goes down. This results in the decrease of the total offloaded traffic. For MPO and OTSO schemes, they do not consider the usage price when making an offloading decision, hence the total offloaded traffic keeps unchanged. We also note that MABOO offloads less traffic when the usage price of WiFi becomes higher than a threshold, e.g., $0.7/Gbyte in our study. This is because when WiFi service becomes expensive, it is beneficial to select cellular networks for the MUs.
3) DATA RATE
In this evaluation, we compare the performance of four schemes with changing data rate of WiFi networks from 2 Mbps to 50 Mbps. We fix the usage price of both networks and set the delay sensitivity parameter a = 0.4.
The performance of different schemes is shown in Fig. 5 . On average, MABOO achieves 55.3% and 59.7% higher utility than MPO and OTSO schemes respectively. When the data rate of WiFi networks is small, the MU with MABOO tends to take action a = 1 even a = 0 according to the relation between the payment saving from WiFi offloading and the cost of using cellular in the inter-contact duration. However, when the data rate of WiFi networks increases, the MU more tends to use WiFi service in the intra-contact duration, i.e., a = 1 or a = 2, which can be proven by the result that the total offloaded traffic also increases when the data rate of WiFi networks increases. Meanwhile, due to the payment saving from WiFi offloading increases, the utility of MABOO increases with the increase of WiFi data rate.
4) APPLICABILITY OF MABOO
In reality, the biggest challenge for MABOO is its applicability when the MU experiences short trips. From Theorem 2, we prove that MABOO is asymptotically reward optimal when T is sufficiently large, and next we analyze the theoretical convergence speed of MABOO, which has the relation of quadratic power with δ, i.e., 1 δ 2 , where δ is an upper bound of the average regret per round. Therefore, theoretically, when the MU increases δ, the convergence time T can be greatly shortened with higher speed. Nevertheless, this is only the theoretical result when there is no any prior information. In fact, the MU can acquire some prior information in advance. As in [33] , the MU can acquire some valuable information from ANDSF server, e.g., historical contact durations, which can be used to speed up the convergence of MABOO. That is to say, it is just like that the MU has run MABOO for a lot of rounds in advance. Accordingly, these historical data is beneficial for the MU, especially when it usually experiences short but some similar trips. In addition, except the historical contact durations, the information about the wireless and geographical environment along the new trips is also useful for speeding up the convergence of MABOO.
In addition, as mentioned above, delay performance is an important user benefit. Then, how to identify delay-tolerant applications is critical for the applicability of MABOO. For well-known delay-tolerant applications, e.g., email, MU can identify them through default port number. However, for some private applications, their port numbers are specified by the programmer or allocated randomly by the Operating System (OS), which indicates there are no default prot numbers for them. Fortunately, these applications can use Type of Service (ToS) field in the IP packet header to declare their performance requirements, and then MU can identify delaytolerant applications through the ToS field of the received IP packet.
In conclusion, by using MAB to handle the uncertain intercontact and intra-contact durations, MABOO achieves higher utility all the time and can offload more mobile data traffic at the same time in most cases. The double-win situation can be reached when the relation among the delay sensitivity of users, pricing strategy of the operators, and the data rate of WiFi and cellular networks is appropriate.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have focused on the effect of uncertain inter-contact and intra-contact durations jointly on the WiFi offloading performance. We hope to pursue the double-wins situation under which both the benefit of users and operators are guaranteed. We modeled the problem with MAB method and proposed MABOO which can make the offloading decision online. We have proven that the performance of MABOO is near optimal which was also evaluated by extensive simulations. For the future work, we will take more factors into consideration to reflect the benefit of users, e.g., the energy consumption with different network access techniques.
APPENDIX PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof:
as the actual gain and virtual gain for VOLUME 6, 2018 strategy (t E , t A ) up to round T respectively. And the total gain up to round T of the chosen strategy sequence
and W (0) = E max A max . We derive the bound of the regret R T by using the quantity ln
For the lower bound, according to the definitions, we have
For the upper bound,
On the one hand, we have
On the other hand,
s t E ,t A (i), (17) which is due to
Summing for i = 1, 2, . . . , T , we have the following inequality:
Combining the lower bound and the upper bound, we have
That is alsô
For any fixed u > 0 and v > 0, according to the Chernoff bound, we have Pr [G 
t E ,t A (T ) > G t E ,t A (T ) + u] ≤ e −uv E[e v[G t E ,t A (T )−G t E ,t
By doing some transpositions and using the fact that max (t E ,t A )∈ G t E ,t A (T ) ≤ T , with probability 1 -, we have
If we set γ = 
with probability 1 -. 
